
Modernize the technology you use
Global cloud infrastructure you can monitor - https://status.addigy.com
Eliminate on premise software limitations and embrace SaaS - https://releases.addigy.com
MDM and a powerful Mac agent for managing macOS, iOS, iPadOS, and tvOS
Deprecate software distribution points
Built for the Apple Ecosystem

Features you need
Secure devices and encrypt data
Self-Service for user empowerment and advanced service delivery
SSO using Azure or Okta
Smart Software for applying PPPC profiles before deployment
MDM live will let you know if an iOS device is online
Community written scripts and device facts vetted by Addigy 
Remotely monitor and remediate issues
Software metering to help determine everyone is on task
Run speed tests on your employees home networks

Services
Online Addigy Academy to train administrators on advanced features, at your own pace
Addigy instructor lead courses held remote
Unlimited support
Onboarding and migration services available but not mandatory  
14 day trials are instantly available at www.addigy.com/signup

Work from home using Addigy
No other MDM makes working from home easier for Apple administrators in the enterprise.



           Contact us: sales@addigy.com or (305) 330-6677

The Ecosystem
50% on Catalina, still managing the migration 
Using Azure AD, pure cloud
Doesn’t use distribution points
Uses an Addigy MSP for support in California, met them in an Addigy training and the 
MacAdmin slack
Works with an Apple team in California and buys from their partners

New Culture
IT was able to enforce a standard device state across all Macs in one policy
Users no longer felt like IT was watching them, on the contrary, users wanted IT to watch more 
closely and have remote access to their device
Self healing policies make enforcement easy
Tickets have gone down as IT has been making more remote changes using Live Terminal sessions

Remote Support 
Went to the Addigy MacAdmin slack and a power user gave PopSockets IT a script to run local 
network speed tests. This allowed IT to determine speed wasn’t a device issue
Recovery of lost and stolen devices has been incredibly easy as all users left the office
Live Desktop using Apple Remote Desktop was launched at the perfect time as users moved 
home and a streamlined remote control method became necessary vs a nice to have 
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PopSockets at home using Addigy
No other MDM is truly SaaS and has enterprise features.

"No other tool on the market for managing Apple devices 
makes working from home easier"
— Tucker Smith, Manager - IT Systems and Networks

The Company
PopSockets was Inc. 5000’s second fastest growing company in the USA and has increased sales 
by 71,424% over the last three years. Today, this Colorado-based company has over 300 global 
employees in  Boulder, San Francisco, Shanghai, Japan and Finland. 


